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 VIRTUAL SEX 2 (also known as Virtua-Woman, or VS2) is a pornographic virtual reality (VR) adventure game developed by Sega in 1997. It is the second installment of the Virtua Cop series and was released in 1997 on the PC, PlayStation, and Dreamcast platforms. Contents Gameplay In VIRTUAL SEX 2, the player assumes the role of female police officer "Jay" and her dog, Max. The game
begins with Jay arriving at a local police station where she is informed of a missing person. Jay is then informed that the missing person, Lisa, is a famous porn actress. The two head off for an interview with her. The two enter Lisa's dressing room, and Jay attempts to interrogate her. Lisa takes the opportunity to mock Jay, and Jay ends up laughing at her. Lisa claims that she has an "aversion to cops",
and that she would rather die than go to jail. Lisa then decides to flee from the police. Lisa flees the police station. She takes the opportunity to strip and takes Jay's head with her. The two fall to the ground, and a barrage of bullets is fired into the two. Jay is immediately shot in the leg, causing her to fall over in pain. Max jumps on Jay, and takes the opportunity to assist her. The two hide in a bathtub
as the SWAT team arrives. Jay and Max run out of the bathroom, and Jay calls for Max to go ahead, which he does. Max leads them to the house's entrance, and Jay attempts to follow Max. The SWAT team, however, catches Jay, and attempts to throw her into a tank. Max manages to rescue Jay, and the two escape into the house's basement. Max takes Jay and Lisa to the floor. Jay finds her gun, and
the two are approached by a masked man. Jay assumes that he is one of the police, and that the SWAT team are coming. Lisa then encounters the masked man and begins to fight back. The masked man tries to take Jay's gun. However, Max intervenes and bites him on the nose. The masked man then attempts to shoot Jay with a dart gun. Jay manages to fend off the attack, and shoots the masked man

in the face. The masked man then rises, and tries to make a move on Max. Jay fires at him, and the masked man flees. Jay and Max chase the man, 82157476af
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